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Power: A first--class data center constraint  

!   According to Jonathan G. Koomey’s report (Aug. 2011) 
•  DCs consumed 2.2% of US energy, and 1.5% of World 

energy in 2010. 
•  We are on an exponential curve. Exponential 

requirements of DCs times linear energy price growth.  

Source: Energy-aware Software 
Development for Massive-Scale Systems  

[T. Hoefler 2011] 
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Source: The breakdown of TCO cost in a typical DC 
[APC 2011] 

Massive amounts of energy  
determines DCs’ capital costs 



Be Green, Be Sustainable 

! Motivations for energy saving 
•  Save our electricity bills 

•  For a commodity DC with 512 compute nodes, the 
electricity cost would be $38,300 per month. 

•  Reduce environmental pollutions from electricity generation 
•  Electricity comes mostly from burning fossil fuels. 
•  Annual data center  CO2 ≈ 17 million households. 
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 [Jennifer Mankoff 2008] 



The DCs’ energy consumption 

! DC energy = Servers energy + Non-computing energy 
•  Numerous efforts have improved the efficiency of DC’s non-

computing infrastructures. 
•  As a result, in state-of-the-art DCs, over 80% of power is now 

consumed by servers themselves. 

Source: PUE for all large-scale Google DCs 
[Google 2014] 

Google DCs’ PUE = 1.12 in 2013, 
meaning that 89% of power is 

consumed by  
servers themselves now. 

Source: The power usage of Google DCs 
[Google 2014] 

DCs’ power usage effectiveness  
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Historical System Power Breakdown 

Server Power Breakdown 

! Historically, the processor has 
dominated energy consumption 
in the server. 

! As CPUs have become more 
energy efficient, their contribution 
has been decreasing. 

Optimized CPU System Power Consumption 
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Becomes More Significant 



The Trends 

! Many online and data-centric applications require memory-
resident computing systems 

•  RAMCloud systems, Web caching and search, social networks, etc. 
•  Machines with TeraBytes of main memory are coming 
•  In real system: memory power is 19~28% of system power 

•  Some work notes up to 40% of total system power 

! The capacity of storage system is growing fast 
•  Large multi-level storage system contributes up to 63% of total system 

power in a typical TPC system [Meikel Poess 2008] 

! GPGPU devices are widely deployed in today’s DCs 
•  A state-of-the-art GPGPU device consumes ~250W power 
•  Large on-chip register files (~15%) and DRAM-based global memory 

(20%) has dominated energy consumption in GPGPU 



The Trends 

Source: IBM server power breadown 
[WETI 2012 talk by P. Bose] 

Source: Sun server power breaddown 
[SunFire T2000, 2010] 

Source: TPC system power breakdown 
[Meikel Poess, VLDB 2008] 

Source: GTX480 power breakdown 
[Jingwen Leng, ISCA 2013] 



State-of-the-art work in my group 

Main Memory  
(DRAM-based) 

RAMZzz: DRAM Demotions (SC ʼ12, IEEE TC) 
DRAM Synergy: DRAM DFS & Demotions (IEEE TC) 

GPU 
Register File 

eDRAM-based RF for GPGPU 
(ISCA ʼ13, ISLPED ʼ13) 

Multi-Level 
Storage System 

HFA: Power-aware storage 
system (ICPADS ’14) 

CPU 
L1 Cache 

TRoCMP: L1 Cache Tag 
Reduction (NPC ʼ09, JCST) 



TRoCMP: Tag Reduction on CMP 

!   Tag Reduction 
•  The cache system contributes a significant portion of total 

processor energy consumption. 
•  It is an approach to saving energy consumed by L1 cache. 
•  It relies on the Virtual-Indexed Physically-Tagged (VIPT) 

cache mechanism and Tag hardware. 

Tag Hardware VIPT cache mechanism 



Tag Reduction and Tag Conflict 
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This is the Tag conflict. 
It can be solved by 

using more bits. 
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From using 4 bits  to 3 bits is an 
example of tag reduction. 

Reduced 



Reducing Tag Conflicts 

!   RANP Algorithm 
•  Random Assignment with No Priority Algorithm 
•  Assigning a new I-Page frame to a random core 
•  Without considering tag-reduction conflicts 

!   CAWP Algorithm 
•  Conflict-aware Assignment with Workload Priority Algorithm 
•  Assigning a new I-Page frame to the core that has the smallest 

number of assigned I-Page frames 
•  Try to make the distribution of instructions equally to each cores 

!   CACP Algorithm 
•  Conflict-aware Assignment with Conflict Priority Algorithm 
•  Assigning a new I-Page frame to the core that has the smallest 

number of bits of tag 
•  Try to decrease or avoid tag conflicts 



RAMZzz: Rank-aware DRAM Migrations and Demotions 

! A rank is the smallest physical unit that we can control in 
modern DRAM-based memory system 

•  Individual ranks can serve memory requests independently 
and also operate at different power states. 
ranks are 

categorized into 
hot and cold ones 

correct decisions on 
demotions for 

different scenarios 

RAMZzz is significantly more energy-efficient than other  
states transition-based power saving policies 



RAMZzz Overview 

•  At the start of an epoch, page migration. 
•  At the start of a slot, demotion time prediction. 
•  An epoch consists of multiple slots. 

Dynamic page migrations can 
create hot and cold ranks so 

that idle periods are 
consolidated in cold ranks for 

deeper demotions. 

Adaptive demotions can leverage a 
prediction model to estimate the 

idle period distribution for 
determining the demotion 

configuration for different 
workloads and DRAM architectures. 



HFA: Power-aware storage system 

! Having knowledge of the 
access pattern offers 
opportunity for energy 
saving of storage systems. 

! How to extend the disk standby period without modifying 
the application 
! Identify the hotness of data blocks dynamically; 
! Using demotion and promotion policies to gather cold 

blocks together; 
! Using a prediction-based disk partial flush mechanism 

to reorganize the write requests; 

15% energy savings 
over other policies 



! Propose to replace 
SRAM with eDRAM for 
GPGPU Register File 

 
! Efficient refresh to 

enable the replacement 
for GPGPU 
•  Comparable performance 
•  Lower overall energy 
•  Smaller area cost 

eDRAM-based Register File for GPGPU 

eDRAM: A promising alternative for 
RF design in future GPGPUs! 

SRAM: Unaffordable area & 
energy cost in the future! 



Basic Full Refresh (B-All) 

!   Correctness 
•  Refresh each entry on time 

!   Complexity 
•  Simple, only one retention 

counter + refresh logic 

!   Serviceability  
•  Block RF access traffic  

à pipeline stalls 

Retention counter 

A register entry 
(1Kb = 32 threads/warp x 32bit reg/thread) 

Retention counter 



!   Bank bubble:  bank is free of access 
•  Serialized accesses due to bank conflicts 
•  Insufficient accesses in a PTX instruction 

Revisit the Banked RF 
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Bank bubbles offer  
perfect opportunities for refresh 



Conclusions and Future Work (1) 

!   No single component dominates power 
consumption in today’s servers 

•  Need whole--system approaches to save energy 

!   Software and hardware co-design provides both 
flexibility and efficiency 

•  Software: flexible for different scenarios, but has 
limited capability 

•  Hardware: powerful and efficient, but expensive to 
design and manufacture 



Conclusions and Future Work (2) 

!   New design of hardware and programming 
models with energy efficiency in mind 

!   Software and hardware support for flexible 
power-performance management 

!   Emerging storage mediums for cache, memory 
and disk (eDRAM, STT-RAM, PCM, SSD, etc.) 

!   Reconsider locality/coherence’s impact on 
processors and programming in Big Data era 

•  E.g., large LLC provides no contribution to performance while 
consumes high energy for big data applications [Ferdman 2012] 



Thanks for all the attention! 
 
 


